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As your President, I will be a lightning rod for your views and
values and will carry them to, argue for and defend them at,
the centre of the party. I have the drive and determination to

deliver real reform: to put our house in order and re-build our
activist base. I have huge ambitions for our party and believe

that now is the time to lay the foundations for a Liberal Revival.

Daisy is a grass-roots
campaigner.  She understands
the challenges facing target and
non-target areas and has a track
record of campaign success in
both.  She:

� Achieved an 8% swing against
a 1% national average as the
Parliamentary Candidate for
Suffolk Coastal in 2010

� Won the Penhaligon Award for
membership with Suffolk
Coastal

� Mentors and trains aspiring
Parliamentary and Council
candidates, including for the
Association of Liberal Democrat
Councillors and Campaigners
(ALDC)

Daisy is a driving force for
improved governance and
accountability, and for improving
democracy in the party.  She:

� Called the leadership to
account for key decisions
made in the 2014 Euro and
local elections

� Is campaigning for the
professionalisation of
complaints and disciplinary
issues as a member of the
Federal Executive

� Proposed the motion on One
Member One Vote at
Conference which was
adopted by the members

Daisy has a proven track record
of supporting and speaking up
for members. She:

� Spoke out publicly on Radio
5 Live, compared to the wall
of silence from other
prominent women in the
party, criticising the botched
investigation into allegations
made against Lord Rennard

� Is adept at dealing with
hostile media having worked
with Hacked Off - the
campaign for victims of press
abuse, including phone and
computer hacking

� Has been featured in the
Telegraph as “one to watch”

3 reasons to back Daisy:
ü ü üA Campaigner A Reformer An independent

voice for members
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In the next seven months we will face our toughest elections yet and in the next two years we may have to

fight to keep the UK in Europe. As your President, I would launch this five point plan to enable every

member to be campaign-ready for the fight of our lives.

In the next 7 months we must:

1.     FOCUS ON WINNING - In the next few months

we should enable every member to contribute to our

wins, develop their skills, and gain confidence to

campaign on our messages.

2.     INSPIRE DONORS TO INVEST IN OUR FUTURE

- Donors need confidence to invest knowing we’re a

political force that’s here to stay.

3.     STAND UP FOR OUR VALUES - In any

negotiations, I would passionately defend our values

and make sure members have a greater say.

After May 2015, we must:

4.     REFORM - We must overhaul our structures to

improve accountability in decision-making,

professionalise disciplinary processes and de-

centralise campaign support.

5.     RE-CLAIM AND RE-LAUNCH OUR PARTY -  A

new, ambitious and inclusive nation-wide leadership

scheme will help us grow so that within 20 years we

wipe out all ‘black-holes’, be as diverse as the UK,

and re-build and empower our local government

base and membership from community level up.

If you share my vision for the party, then please

choose me to be your next President.

Daisy Cooper

MPs, MEP, Councillors, PPCs
and activists are backing Daisy
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Contact Daisy’s campaign!
Daisy4president.com


